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Benefits
1. outstanding long-term cooler protection
2. increases driving safety
3. active care for the entire cooling system

Product Description
BIZOL Coolant G11 is a long-life antifreeze based on ethylene glycol for
year-round use in petrol and diesel engines, that require a nitrite free
antifreeze. Reliably protects from corrosion and overheating. Neutral to
seals and tubes. Concentrate. To be mixed with water.

Specifications/Approvals & Recommendations
ASTM D 3306/D 4656 | SAE J 1034 | KSM 2142 | JASO M325 |
British Standards 6580
VW Audi/Porsche/Seat/Skoda TL 774C | MB 325.0/325.2 |
BMW GS 94000 | GM GME L 1301/Saturn |
Fiat Alfa Romeo/Lancia 9.55523 | Chrysler MS-7170 |
Ford ESD-M97B49-A | Volvo Cars 128 6083 / 002 |
Lada TTM VAZ 1.97.717-97 | Cummins 85T8-2 | Deutz DQC CA-14 | Behr
| Perkins | Case JIC-501 | MAN M 324 Typ NF | Iveco 18-1830 |
MTU MTL 5048

Available Packages
1 L Art. 81410

5 L Art. 81411

20 L Art. 81415

60 L Art. 81413

200 L Art. 81414

Technical Data
Name

Value

Basis

Ethylenglycole

Colour

blue

Density at 20°C

1,12 g/cm³

pH-Value

7,5-10,0

Method

The statements made in this document are made according to our current knowledge. They do not absolve the user from conducting his or her own
examinations. A legally binding assurance of certain properties or suitability for a specific use cannot be derived from our statements. Possibly existing laws
and regulations concerning the handling and use of our products have to be observed personally by the user of our products.
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Instructions
Please follow the operating instructions of the vehicle and engine manufacturer.
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